SJARV- CONCRETE EMBED

1/2" REBAR EMBED FRAME

3/8" x 4" ZINC COATED BOLT WELDED TO EMBED FRAME (TYP. 4)

LENGTH WILL VARY w/ THE SIZE OF ENCLOSURE (SIZE: 2,3,4,6, & 8)

LENGTH WILL VARY w/ THE SIZE OF ENCLOSURE (SIZE: 2,3,4,6, & 8)

4" ±

NOTES:
1. ENCLOSURE CONCRETE EMBED TYPE: SJARV
2. EMBED MATERIAL: 1/2" REBAR
3. EMBED PROVIDES CONCRETE RE-ENFORCEMENT
4. FOR CUSTOM SIZED ENCLOSURE THIS DESIGN WILL BE UTILIZED.
5. ALL WELDING DONE PER AWS SPECIFICATIONS.
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